Board of Medical Imaging – Some Common Civil Penalties

- Practicing medical imaging on an expired license: $100 per month;
- Practicing medical imaging without ever having obtained a license from the Board: $500 per month. (At the Board’s discretion, this penalty may be mitigated if they individual ever held a relevant license in another state or have ever held a relevant and recognized imaging registry credential.)
- Unprofessional conduct by a licensee or permittee — $1,000;
- Employing an individual to practice medical imaging when the individual does not have a current, valid Oregon license or permit: $500 per day;
- Making a false statement to the Board (including failure to fully report criminal background on an application): $500;
- Practicing medical imaging outside the scope for which the license or permit is issued, $500;
- Obtaining or attempting to obtain a license or permit or a renewal of a license or permit by false representation (including failure to fully report criminal background on an application): $500;
- Employing or allowing an individual to practice medical imaging outside the scope of the license or permit, $1,000;
- The Board must report to the appropriate credentialing organizations all Board disciplinary actions, including civil penalties.

This is a partial listing of civil penalties, based upon Oregon statutes and rules. For a full list of civil penalties available to the Board, see OAR 337-030-0010.